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Lent 2016
Friends,
With this edition, Concord publishes its 14th edition of meditations written by
members of our own congregation. Our focus this year is on the I AM statements of
Jesus as recorded in the Gospel of John. Jesus’ claim is that He Is each of these
things.
He certainly was to the community the writer had in mind when this gospel was
recorded. John was the last of the four gospels to be recorded, but the community
in which the oral stories lived was vibrant and strong. Decades had passed before
John’s Gospel was written down, but the people could testify to Jesus being all of
these things because they experienced him as of these things. He had ascended to
heaven years before; yet, his presence was I AM among them.
The implications for us, then, are life-changing. What if we lived in community with
each other as if Jesus really is the Bread of Life right now? Surely then, we would
not ever tolerate anyone going hungry.
We welcome new writers - Daria Benson, Deidre Pilgrim, Eulene Inniss, Lisa
Buckery, Dessie Passmore and Jonathan Tennial. Please consider signing up to
write one of these meditations for next year - new writers are always welcome.
This edition of meditations is dedicated to all the friends who have gone on before
us, who were but yet are still. As you walk through this season, give God thanks for
the people who have encouraged you in the faith; and, who helped to make the
promises of God real to you.
We look to see you each Wednesday evening for Soup and Salad at 6:00 pm and
Study and Worship at 7:00 pm. Some of my preaching students will be preaching
for us. I am excited about that for us and them! Remember, to bring a friend. If you
drive, please offer to pick someone up and take someone home. Think about our
members who live in your area. This is a good time to share hospitality and build
community
In the friendship of Jesus Christ,
Pastor Simpson
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The Season of Lent
Lent is a season of the Christian Year where Christians focus on simple living, prayer, and fasting in
order to grow closer to God.
You might try one of these practices for the season:
FASTING: You can fast by cutting out some of the things in your life that distract you from
God. Some fast from candy, TV, soft drinks, cigarettes or meat as a way to purify their bodies and
lives. You might skip one meal a day and use that time to pray instead. Or you can give up some
activity like worry or reality TV to spend time outside enjoying God’s creation. What do you need to let
go of or "fast" from in order to focus on God? What clutters your calendar and life? How can you
simplify your life in terms of what you eat, wear or do?
SERVICE: Some Christians take something on for Christ. You can collect food for the needy,
volunteer once a week to tutor children, or work for reform and justice in your community. You can
commit to help a different stranger, co-worker or friend everyday of Lent. Serving others is one way
we serve God.
PRAYER: Christians also use Lent as a time of intentional prayer. You can pray while you
walk, create music or art as a prayer to God, or savor a time of quiet listening. All can be ways of
becoming more in tune with God. How will you use the time to grow closer to God?

Experiencing a Meaningful Lenten Season














Try an electronic fast. Give up TV, computer games, texting, tweeting,
e-mail and all things electronic for one day every week (or everyday of
Lent). Use the time to read & pray; to spend meaningful face-time with
people you love.
Start a prayer rhythm. Say a prayer every time you brush your teeth,
hear an ambulance, or check your e-mail. Before you text someone, pray
for them.
Read your Lenten Meditations - Daily!
Forgive someone who doesn't deserve it (maybe even yourself.)
Give up soft drinks, fast food, tea or coffee - or something else that
consumes a lot of your resources. Give the money you save to help
others in crisis.
Create a daily quiet time. Spend 30 minutes a day in silence and prayer.
Cultivate a life of gratitude. Write someone a thank you letter each
week and be aware of how many people have helped you along the way.
Be kind to someone each day. Advocate for someone else. Pay
attention to the people who are marginalized and forgotten in your
community. Get two friends to brainstorm with you ways to “make
Jesus real” for them.
Volunteer one hour or more each week with a local shelter, tutoring
program, nursing home, or prison ministry.
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Before Abraham Was I AM

Ash Wednesday, February 10, 2016
Exodus 3: 13—22

Called to The Fire
Gary V. Simpson

The late Rev. Dr. Richard C. Gay was an Associate Pastor at Concord for many years. I can hear his
voice all over this text! In the tradition of preachers and preaching, Richard was great at creating
‘new’ words and phrases. (Side note - creating words is a skill and art seen less often in preaching
today and perhaps more often in our Hip Hop artists and word performers. I wonder why that is?) But,
I can almost hear Richard declaring “The I Am-Ness of God!”
Here on the back side of the desert, we find the fugitive from Egypt - Moses. He’s doing something
very typical - he’s tending his father-in-law’s sheep. However, as he is doing the typical and unusual,
he is captivated by a spectacularly unusual sight: a bush is burning, aglow with fire, yet not
consumed. Curiosity compels him to investigate this sight further. God sees Moses stepping toward
the fire and calls Moses by his name. (God knows who you are!) God gives Moses two instructions:
1.) Don’t come any closer; and, 2.) Take off your shoes.
As we start this journey from the wilderness, through the cross and finally through the Tomb, let us
be reminded of our own limitations. “We are from dust and to dust we shall return.” Our limitations
are but opportunities to meet the God whose love and mercy have no limitation. For certain, God’s
Presence is seen in those who have gone before us. God’s Presence can never be spoken of in the
past tense, as God self-identifies simply by saying, “I AM.” (This is also carried beyond our
understanding of time tense because some writers translate these words as “I WILL CAUSE WHAT I
WILL CAUSE.”) Here, in Divine Am-ness, God assigns Moses a significant and probably frightening
task. The assignment, however, comes with a promise: the AM-ness is ever present.
So here we go. May your curiosity during this season of Lent pull you toward the Presence of God.
Listen for God’s divine voice. Know your limitations. No matter what happens, you will never be
left alone. “I AM” is with you.
God, I’m starting this journey with the assurance of Your presence.
Help me to keep my eyes on the unusual ways You show up!
I don’t want to miss a moment. Amen
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Before Abraham Was I AM

February 11, 2016
John 1: 19 - 28

Who Are You?
Ernest Greene

There is an identity war going on today and many Christians are in crisis or at least confused about
their own identity. The critical question is - in a world of self-centeredness, posturing, fragmented
beliefs, materialism, deceit, religious traditionalism, have’s and have not’s - who do you say you are?
John is very clear about his identity. With all humility and sincerity, he declares that he is a voice
trying to be heard above the howling winds of the wilderness. His one message is to bid all to
prepare the way for the coming of the King. He is Herald and Announcer.
Through spiritual insight, John saw the long-awaited Messiah was coming to accomplish our
redemption from slavery to sin. The Messiah would effect our adoption as children of our Heavenly
Father. John’s understanding of his identity is made clear in what he shouts and where he shouts.
He shouts in the wilderness where the water of Life ceases to flow, and where the souls of humanity
thirst for righteousness. His message is focused: One is Coming. John was a humble man who
thought himself unworthy of the honor of being near Christ, yet he cried aloud and earnestly so that
all manner of persons might hear and take notice. He wanted all to concentrate on the message, not
on him. He wanted all to think about the Lord, and not about John the Baptist. He was more
industrious to do good than to appear great.
The people of Christ must remember that we are not Christ. We cannot usurp powers, prerogatives
or the praises due to Christ. We are but ambassadors, messengers and teachers of the Lord’s
Kingdom, by which God is pleased to communicate God’s mind. The great business of Christ’s people
is to direct all people to God. We serve not ourselves, but Jesus Christ, the Lord. Therefore, they that
speak best for Christ say the least about themselves. Their works praise God.
Lord Jesus, make me a herald of your word of truth and grace.
Help me to be a faithful witness of the joy of the Gospel
and to point others to you as John did through his testimony. Amen.
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Before Abraham Was I AM

February 12, 2016
Colossians 1: 15 - 23

Claimed and Held Together
Emma Jordan-Simpson
A few years ago, I joined a web service that allows me to search for my family history because I
wanted to know more about myself. I am unable to go back beyond my grandfather through my
mother’s lineage. I know nothing of my father’s lineage beyond my father. So many others share the
same predicament with me for lots of reasons. I am clear, however, that though my knowledge of
my parents’ lineage is limited, I am grafted onto the lineage of One whose beginning is before the
beginning.
By itself, nothing about my story makes sense to me. But when I consider who I am and from
whence I come, it all makes sense in “[The One] who holds all things together.”
There are a few things we can know about what God desires for us because of this One:


No matter where we got our “start” God desires for us to be one and held together. God is there
before anything and any one came into existence - in this truth we are all held together. There
are no disparate parts. God will pursue every missing piece. There are no misfits or foreigners.
In the One who is before everything, we all have a place. This should make us pause at the way
we kick people out of a place in God’s love.



No matter where we are, the story of Jesus has the power to reconcile us all to God. Having
endured the awful violence of the cross, Jesus calls for a world where no one else experiences
that kind of tragedy, brutality, injustice and abandonment. No more violence.



Holding on to “the faith” make us enough. Holy, blameless and irreproachable are not usually
words associated with a whole lot of us. But, a whole lot of us have found hope in the gospel
whose foundational claim is that all - whosoever will - belong to God through Jesus Christ.

The One who Is before Abraham was claims us all. I am a servant of this gospel.
For adoption, new family, and the love that holds us together;
for stories and legacy, and Your promises to make peace
with our estrangement, we give you thanks, O God. Amen.
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Before Abraham Was I AM

February 13, 2016
Hebrews 1: 1-14

The Stamp Of God’s Likeness
Henry Snead
This writer paints a vivid picture of who Jesus is just in these first few verses. Let’s take a little walk
together to see the "I Am”...
We know of many stories in the Old Testament where God communicated through the prophets.
There were prophets who received instruction from angels and believe it or not, some even through
animals. But today, God speaks to us directly through Jesus with whom God is “well-pleased.” Being
with God from the beginning as all was created, Jesus is the perfect mirror of God. When we want to
know who God is, we look at Jesus. Eugene Peterson’s very powerful Message translation
encourages us to imagine Jesus as the Stamp of God’s likeness.
“I AM” does the work of discharging the power and penalties of sin, bringing about our complete
redemption. After that work, the only place worthy of “I AM” is at the right hand of God in heaven.
(Can you imagine the sight of Jesus and God as One, keeping God’s Kingdom on earth? With wounds still
visible from the battle, maybe the conversation carries on: “Father, was all of that necessary?” And God
says, “Yes, my Son. I love them just as much as I love you.)
I imagine God turns to the angels to affirm, “This is my Son who has been doing my work on earth.
He will be here with us now. His name allows him a place above all names. I hear some discussion
about that among you, but which you of bears a wound? Which of you has been declared my Son? He is
only begotten of me, and every knee shall bow to worship him. You are my messengers through the
wind, and my tongues of fire. However, my Son makes everything right.” In fact, Peterson’s translation
declares here: “the Son’s rule makes everything right. He loves it when things are right and hates
when things are wrong”.
The I AM who is the “heir of all things” is first. The angels are messengers. The I AM is forever,
before the world and after, positioned above all, and ruler and king of all.
Today, I thank You for revealing I AM before the world was created
and I AM for us today. Help us to look more like Jesus.
Help us keep our eyes and minds open so we can
see Jesus working in our lives. Amen
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Before Abraham Was I AM

February 14, 2016
Revelation 1: 9-18

Real Power

Samuel Phillips, III
These words of John the Revelator are meant to encourage a deflated group of people who were
overwhelmed. Even though this group appeared to be at a disadvantage, they continued to struggle
for every ounce of dignity that they deserved. It’s hard to hold on to dignity when your people are
being martyred before your eyes. The issue was not whether or not they had the resiliency to fight,
but whether or not they could maintain their spiritual stamina to finish.
We often become so overwhelmed by obstacles in our paths that we stop pressing forward. We are
hindered, not because we are spiritually and physically weak, but because we are just plain worn
out. Too much stuff hitting us too fast, and too hard, leaves us too demoralized. But, one of the
strategies of the persecutor is get us to quit, to throw up our hands in frustration, and give in to
fatigue and exhaustion. Many of our problems often seem so huge, and the possibilities for change
so remote that we simply give up in despair.
It is into this kind of situation that Jesus utters these words to John, on the Isle of Patmos, “Do not be
afraid…I am alive forever.” The oppressors of the young church are strong with power. What happens
when your adversary appears to have more power, more influence or more resources than you?
What happens when the structures they use, the justice, social, economic and political systems
abuse us? We begin to strongly question if it’s even worth fighting and resisting. Maybe it is easier
to fold.
But here we are reminded that God has the power to raise the dead. There is nothing that is beyond
God’s power. The text says, “I was dead.” They did the worst that they could do, but God still had
the upper hand and raised me up. The powers of their day, had some strength, but not all. The
powers of our day have some strength, but God has the real strength, the real power.
Let us walk and live in that power, and not live defeated, deflated, demoralized lives.
God, help us to not be afraid of the powers of this world,
for they are no match for the real power
You have already given us to live victorious lives.
Amen.
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Before Abraham Was I AM

February 15, 2016
Revelation 22: 12—21

Help Is On The Way
Samuel Phillips

These words are yet another reminder to the people facing persecution under the powerful Roman
Empire that help is on the way. They have suffered much at the hands of the Emperor and they are
beginning to experience the fatigue of fighting what appears to be a losing battle. Many of us know
what it’s like to fight a battle and it doesn’t appear that we are making any progress. Some of our
battles are with people and systems that seek to oppress and control us. Some of our battles are
fought deep within. They are the battles that are waged in our mind and within our own spirit. We
may have the strength to fight in the beginning, but after while fatigue sets in and we become weary
and contemplate quitting before achieving the victory.
Much of the book of Revelation has been in the voice of John, as he shares with his readers the
visions that the Lord has graciously shared with him. But in the last few verses of the book Jesus
speaks. His words are powerful, challenging and comforting, as he declares “I am coming.” This
word of hope inspires us all as we push to do the Lord’s work. It inspires us to hold on to our faith,
even in the midst of problems and adversity. This word of hope also challenges us to work and
strive for the Kingdom, even in the face of opposition. Sometimes, you can stay in the battle a little
while longer when you know that help is on the way and you won’t have to carry the burden all by
yourself.
Not only is Jesus coming, but he is bringing his reward with him. He is going to reward those of us
who have held on to the faith.
I know it is difficult to hold on when you are surrounded by so many challenges, and it appears that
you don’t have the power to change things for the better. During these times, God asks that you
remain faithful.
Keep washing your robe because help is on the way.

When I’m faced with temptation to throw my hands up and give up,
Lord help me to hold out until my change comes!
Amen.
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Before Abraham Was I AM

February 16, 2016
John 8: 51 - 59

I AM The Provocateur!
Emma Jordan-Simpson
Jesus’ declaration has provoked anger and hostility. With these words, he has challenged everything
that the Pharisees knew to be true. People don’t generally respond rationally when the authority on
a matter foundational to their understanding of the world tells them that they’ve got it wrong. I’m
not sure if his statement was intentionally provocative, or simply so because its truth was beyond
anything that had ever been claimed before. Whatever it was, it was a game changer. Jesus said, in
essence: “Abraham was brought into being and was born. I exist. I never came into being. I AM long
before Abraham had a being. I existed before creation. Before Abraham was, I AM.”
“But wasn’t this Joseph’s son, the carpenter?” “We know his father and his mother. How can he
claim to be before Abraham, our father?”
Yet, Jesus goes even further: “...whoever keeps my word will never see death.”
Who is this Jesus?
He is the One who ‘became flesh and blood and moved into the neighborhood,” (John 1:9, The
Message). The same existed before Abraham. Acknowledging Jesus as Lord means that we, too, are
provocateurs. Calling Jesus Lord means we are rejecting every other power.
Jesus is not finished provoking. His mission is to stir up trouble for the Empire. In this sense, Jesus
doesn’t come in peace. He comes provoking, stoking and stirring up trouble. It is a most dangerous
thing to declare that God dwells, not in a building, but in the risen Body of Christ. For power - those
are fighting words.
But as Vernon Johns, the preacher who preceded Martin Luther King, Jr. at Dexter Avenue Baptist
Church often said, “If you see a good fight, get in it!”
Lord, if today calls for peace, let peace begin with me.
And, if today calls for me to provoke holy trouble in Your name,
help me to stand fearless and unafraid in Your Spirit.
Amen.
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I AM The Bread of Life

February 17, 2016
Exodus 16: 1-8

Bread from Heaven
Requithelia Allen
One of my fondest childhood memories is of Deacon Mikels. He was the sexton, the cook and overall
“go to” man in the church where I grew up. Every Sunday after church, I would stand outside of the
kitchen and wait for him to see me. Once he did, he’d ask: “What do you want, little girl?” And, I
would always respond, “cornbread please.” Every Sunday that I can remember he would give me my
own personal pan of hot cornbread. I would say “thank you,” and skip away to eat my cornbread. We
didn’t miss a Sunday.
The Israelites spent years under the lash of Pharaoh. He was a harsh taskmaster and they were his
slaves. They miraculously escaped the wrath of Pharaoh and were now in the wilderness of Sin.
They became so hungry that they wished for the days when they ate bread back in slavery.
The Lord heard their complaining and promised to rain bread from heaven - literally. And that is
exactly what God did, every day. God sent bread from heaven so that the people could eat and be
filled every day. God’s provision for bread is just as sure today. God is faithful to meet our every
need for food, as well as our need to be fed in our spirits. God is truly the “Bread of Life.”
I am filled with gratitude and amazement at just how much Deacon Mikels cared for me. There was
never a Sunday that he didn’t have my cornbread. In the same way that I do not ever remember a
time when Deacon Mikels did not have my cornbread, I also do not remember a time when the
Bread of Life failed to feed my soul. God has consistently - every day - filled me with God’s presence.
During this season of Lent, I pray that we will all come to know the Lord as the Bread of Life who
will never leave us hungry.
Lord, millions of people go to bed hungry and wake up with no assurance of the day’s meal.
Help me seize every opportunity presented today to share bread
with anybody who is hungry. Amen.
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I AM The Bread of Life

February 18, 2016
Exodus 16: 9 - 21

God Provides
Linda Thornhill
In today’s scripture we find a grumbling, complaining congregation. Though they are in the
wilderness, they are free from the daily oppression from which they prayed for deliverance. But,
they have become desperate about the stability of their provisions, and believe themselves to be in
dire straits.
God answered their prayers and brought them out of bondage, but now they are in a place where
they are hungry. The food they brought along before they were delivered is now gone. The food they
gathered is now gone. What were they to do, who was going to provide? Where was God the great
provider?
How soon they forgot what God had just done for them in liberating them from oppression.
The instruction given to the people in the wilderness was to look to the wilderness; that is where
they will find food. Can you imagine what they must've thought? God did not forsake them in the
wilderness. Instead, God said, “I hear your concerns, your grumbling and your hunger, and I’ve got
you. I AM will provide.”
The feeling of being alone in your personal wilderness or being hungry for peace in your current
circumstance might cause you to forget what God has just done for you, too. Living each day with
the threat of homegrown or imported terror, we can easily slip into despair. Maybe God is not
listening. This scripture, however, reminds us that God is concerned about the personal details of
our lives. The congregation did not know how God provided the manna each day, they simply ate
what was provided. God proved that the big picture of freedom and the small daily necessities were
in God’s hands.
We can be liberated from things that oppress. Our daily needs will be met. We belong to the “I AM,”
and God says, “I’ve got you.”
God will provide.
Dear God, help us each day rest in the knowledge that we belong to You
through the sacrifice of Jesus Christ and that you have us firmly in your hands. Amen
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I AM The Bread of Life
February 19, 2016
Exodus 16: 22—30

Trusting God’s Faithfulness
Emma Jordan-Simpson
They had twice as much good food as they needed, and were told to put just enough away for one
day. On the day that they were to rest from their labor, the food God had already provided for them
would be enough. For some, however, having twice as much as they needed was just not enough.
So, on the seventh day when they should have been worshipping and resting, trusting the One who
has promised to meet their needs every day, “some people went out to gather.”
I read a case story about a child - we’ll call him Raymond - whose early years were characterized by
hunger and instability. Raymond’s parents, struggling with substance abuse, would often forget to
feed him. Soon, Raymond learned to stop trusting his parents to meet his needs and adopted
survival behavior. To anticipate for the times when his parents would forget about him, he would
hide food in secret places. The food he stashed away would often spoil before he had a chance to eat
it. One day, Raymond’s teacher had a party for his classroom. At the party, she noticed Raymond
quietly wrapping goodies in napkins and stashing them in his backpack. She quickly figured out
what was happening, and assured him that, from now on, she would meet his needs. She brought
food for him every day, and assured that he had food on the weekends. She watched him very
carefully and began working to find a responsible family member who would care for Raymond.
Eight months after his teacher’s promises, Raymond finally stopped stashing food. He learned to
trust his teacher. The teacher found Raymond’s aunt, who convinced his parents to let her have
guardianship of him. For the first time, Raymond’s life was not characterized by hunger and
instability. He could just be a kid.
God has gone to great lengths to assure us: “I AM more than enough for you. You can trust me. I will
not withhold what you need; you can depend on My daily care. I will not forget you.”
God of Grace, this wilderness is indeed, deceptive.
But, we are not alone.
Morning by morning, there You are.
Help us to trust Your faithfulness.
Amen.
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I AM The Bread of Life
February 20, 2016
Exodus 16: 31—36

Remembering….
Michael O. Ojewale

I love a phrase that Pastor Gary Simpson often uses during Communion Services in Concord. While
holding the cup and speaking of its importance, he says, “Some drink to forget, we drink to
remember.” Powerful, and true. God does not want us to forget God’s mercy and acts in history and in
our lives. We are indeed quick to forget. To keep these acts fresh in our memory and as markers on
the road in our journey of faith, God often instructed the people to institute a festival, erect a
memorial pillar, compose a song to be taught to the generations, or save a souvenir like the pot of
manna in our story. Here, at the inception of Manna from heaven, God directs Moses to preserve a
portion for future generations to see and remember the God who faithfully fed them in the
wilderness for forty years.
In earlier chapters of Exodus, God directs Moses to institute a yearly festival of Passover for Israel to
commemorate their deliverance from bondage in Egypt. It would serve as a yearly marker to retell
the story and pass on the faith to the new generations. The miraculous parting of the Red Sea that
allowed the Israelites to escape the Egyptian army breathing down their backs is another act of God
commemorated in the song of Exodus 15. And later, when the Israelites are led into the Promised
Land, Joshua erects pillars to remember that it was God who made it possible to cross the
overflowed Jordan (Joshua chapters 3 and 4). The Israelites get the message. From then on, they
celebrated the acts of God as markers in their history, using them as talking points from one
generation to another.
Is it no wonder, then, that at the Passover mean that became the last mean he would have with his
disciples, Jesus calls on them to remember him: “Do this in remembrance of me.”
Think back to different seasons and periods of your life. Can you trace God’s hand on your life? Do
you see His fingerprint in your story, even at your darkest hours? These are the markers on your
journey, the memorial pillars, mementos, and memorabilia of God’s faithfulness to you. These are
your talking points when you testify to the goodness of God. These are the tokens you can recall to
silence the enemy when doubts set in, and the stories you recount to strengthen your faith when
you face new challenges. Sure, some drink to forget and drown their sorrows but (at Communion
Services) we drink to remember what the Lord did for us.
Today, take time to remember and recount God’s acts and goodness in your life. Look around your
room or wherever you are reading this, who or what inspires you and reconnects you to your
Source? For, “The eternal God is your refuge, and underneath are the everlasting arms,” (Deuteronomy
33:27a).
God, You have delivered victory to us time and time again.
We’ve stepped over mountains because of You. Help us hold up Your banner
- high enough for the next generation to see.
Amen.
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Truth or Consequences
Cleveland Thornhill
As the years of our lives lengthen, our memories become proof of the goodness of God. Past
remembrances of home, church, travels and even the bitter experiences of our lives can be very
instructive as we move forward. In today’s scripture the affirmative "Amens” that come from
obedience and a note of pause are given to the children of Israel just before entrance into the
promised land. Moses, Israel’s Patriarch, assures them of the blessing that will come if they live
within the parameters of God’s Commandments. The keeping of the universal Ten Commandments
given to them from the mouth of God on Mount Sinai will lead to their prosperity.
The subtler truth of the text is that the disregard of these new parameters will lead to devastating
consequences. Let us pause here for a moment to remember the times we were not convinced of
this revealed truth in God’s word. Think about the times you stubbornly walked head on into the
consequences of your own disobedience.
For a lot of people - not all by any means - incarceration is a consequence of how they behaved
during a wilderness experience. Now in a new wilderness, the common complaints are related to
food, clothing, and health. They complain about the bland meals made so by the quick chill of
centralized food preparation; and, the two pairs of state issued greens, tops, bottoms, shoes, with
limited personal clothing items. They complain of poor health care and are concerned about routine
and emergency care, and the availability of prescription medicine. In this wilderness one often hears
the reflective remembrances of honest hearts in lament. “Had I just kept and lived out the
commandments of God, I would now be living a more prosperous life.”
To all of this the words quoted by Jesus are both consequential and true: “one does not live by bread
alone, but by every word that proceeds out of the mouth of God,” (Matthew 4).
O God, today I join my voice with the prayer song of my ancestors:
I want Jesus to walk with me! While I’m on this pilgrim journey,
I want Jesus to walk with me!
Amen.
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Scenes from The ER: Psych Ward
Edna Wells Handy
They call me Ismael. (No they don’t. I’ve just always wanted to use that line!) What they mostly call
me is, “You get a mop and clean up the puke in the elevator;” or, “You there, get some towels for the
pee in the hall.” By day, I’m a hospital orderly. By night, however, I’m writing the next great TV series,
like Law & Order (SUV, I mean SVU; and Criminal Intent). It’s called, “Scenes from the Emergency
Room.” There will be “Scenes from the ER: Pediatrics,” “Scenes from the ER: Obstetrics,” and the
granddaddy of them all, “Scenes from the ER: Psych Ward.” Here’s the script for the pilot.
There is no place like the G-building on a hot July evening when there’s a full moon. That’s what we
called the psychiatric unit. There’s a new building now, with a new name. Yet, our patient population
remains largely unchanged - people experiencing paranoia; people with schizophrenia; and people
who are bipolar, but off their medication. We were expecting much of the same this July evening. Little
did we know this night would be like no other night.
He wore a white linen tunic with matching white yoga pants and, Birkenstock shoes that looked like he
had been walking on a beach. He could have been bi-racial or Middle Eastern, Latino, even. You
couldn’t tell by his complexion. It was manila. And you certainly couldn’t tell by his hair. It was a
mixture of straight and curly and kinky, like a Jherri-curl gone wild.

Though you couldn’t tell what He was, you got the feeling you knew who He was. It was his eyes. They
didn’t just look at you. They would behold you. He felt like kin, long and lost. He knew my every
thought and deed. And it was all so right. I wanted so to touch him, if I could just touch the hem of his
garment, but the guards were too quick. They pushed him by me and into the office of attending
psychiatrist, Luke Ponti, “Dr. P.” for short.
Dr. P:
Guard:

So who do we have?
Doc, you know nobody knows nothing. Not his dudes who bolted; nor the women,
who stayed, singing, “My sweet Lord.”

Dr. P:

“Jesus Christ, Superstar.” Don’t tell me we have another Jesus here. OK, Mister….er...
Hey-sus Christos, ¿Habla Ingles?
(silence)

Patient:
Dr. P:
Guard:
Dr. P:
Guard:

Did he say anything at all?
We think he mumbled something about “bread.”
Bread? Maybe he’s hungry.
We thought that. Got him a Big Mac, supersized it. He just handed us the bun, saying,
“I am.”

Dr. P:
Patient:

Okay, Hey-sus, before I can help you I need to know who you are.
I am as you say.

Dr. P:

What does that mean? Guard, who’s the complainant?
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Guard:

His pastor and church leaders said he came into church, knocking over tables,
screaming. When his mother and brothers sent for him, he denied them saying, “…
whoever does the will of my Father in heaven is my brother and sister and mother.”

Dr. P:
Patient:
Dr. P:

Your Father in heaven? Hey-sus, who is your father?
I Am that I Am.
Here we go again with this “I am” business. Look, Hey-sus, or whatever your name is.
You’re gonna have to tell me something otherwise I’ll have to commit you to the Psych
ward, and they’ll just crucify someone like you in there.
I am the bread of life. The one who comes to Me shall never hunger, and he who believes
in me shall never thirst.
Yes, I’ve heard it all before … we don’t live by bread alone, I suppose.
But by every word that proceeds from the mouth of God!

Patient:
Dr. P:
Patient:

And as he said those words, I swear, he rose up and out into the hall, where he touched a psychotic
man, called Legion, who right then and there came to his senses. Then He asked Nurse Bobby, who has
been blind from birth - “Do you believe…?” When Bobby said, “yes”, he could see. He went into a room
where an anorexic girl had just died. When he took her hand, she rose up. Curiously, the only one not
amazed by all this was Dr. P.
Guard:
Dr. P:
Patient:
Dr. P:

Truly this was the Son of God.
Hey-sus, is that who you say you are?
It is as you said. Nevertheless, I say to you hereafter you will see the Son of Man sitting
at the right hand of the Power, and coming on the clouds of heaven
That’s it. I have heard enough. Guards, take him away. I wash my hands of him.

As they led him away, he looked at me and said, “Prepare the Way!” My name is Jean Baptist and that is
just what I’m doing.
God, help us to see You in places we’ve long stopped expecting presence;
especially in the people we usually look through. Amen.
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John 6: 41—59

Forget What You Know
Shakeema North
Oscar winning playwright, George Bernard Shaw, cautions readers in his book Maxims for
Revolutionists, to “beware of false knowledge” because false knowledge is, “more dangerous than
ignorance”. Shaw suggested this not to encourage apathy, but to say that when we are ignorant, or
when we haven’t been trained to think in a particular way, we are less likely to form and hold fast to
the damaging conclusions we develop when it comes to the things we think we know most.
Jesus is teaching in Capernaum. As he is teaching, the people begin arguing and complaining,
expressing disbelief about Jesus being the bread of life. It was hard for them to receive Jesus as
God’s gift of eternal sustenance, because for them, there couldn’t be anything special about Jesus – a
conclusion they came to solely based on what they knew of Jesus’ people.
So often, we take what we know, or what we think we know, about people and we use that to
marginalize and confine them to boxes we’ve developed based on our own traditions and
prejudices. When it comes to how God works and moves and who God accepts and chooses to use,
we tend to think we already know everything. As a result, we’ve come to some damaging
conclusions about God, God’s people and God’s church. Sometimes, what we know, or what we think
we know, can impede the advancement of God’s kingdom. Paul later speaks to this in Corinthians when
he says, “But while knowledge makes us feel important, it’s love that strengthens the church, (I
Corinthians 8).
Beloved, being able to receive all God offers requires that we let go of what we think we know so
that we can come to some new truths about God and God’s love. That is the only way Jesus Christ,
the living bread, will become a real and accessible source of spiritual and eternal nourishment for all
who choose to believe.
Lord, create in me a clean heart. And, while You are at it,
make room in my mind to see and experience You in new ways. Amen.
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Exodus 10: 21—28

Turn Up The Light!
Emma Jordan-Simpson
What kind of darkness can actually be felt? How is it that thick darkness can descend in a place and
render some people unable to see each other or move about; yet, others walk about in this same
darkness as if the sun is shining?
Moses stretched out his hand to ‘settle the darkness that could be felt’ over the entire land, including
the places where the Israelites lived. All of Egypt was dark but the Israelites walked in the light.
I am mindful of the legacy of African Americans in the United States who created communities
where people took care of each other. Though they felt the poverty afflicted upon them by just
being Black in America, they lived together with incredible richness found in simple things like
shared meals made from leftovers from the houses of White Americans that Black women cleaned,
and farm scraps thrown away by owners. It’s not lost on me that this poverty, like Moses’ darkness,
was afflicted on the people. That’s a discussion for another day. However, the people weren't just
surviving by “making the best out of a bad situation.” African Americans survived because sharing
was a community value. And the Israelites had “light” because “being light” for the oppressed, and
for the weaker members of the community was how faith was expressed.

Protection of the oppressed was also a value of ancient Egyptian culture. In fact, one of the earlier
Pharaohs, King Khety III, told his son, “the good king does not oppress the widow or confiscate the
property of the orphan.” So, what happened? It seems that when we lose sight of our deepest held
values that affirm the good, we bring the darkness that can be felt on to ourselves.
Our communities are still afflicted with darkness. Our charge is to resist the tendency to run to the
lighter side of town. We bring the light with us. We are light where ever we are.
Don’t flee the darkness. Hold on to good values and turn up the light!
God, thank You for the grace of this new day,
and for a new opportunity to turn up the light wherever
You lead me, even if you lead me to a place I’ve never been. Amen.
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Psalm 27

Turning Toward The Eternal Light
Deidre Pilgrim
As I was preparing for this awesome task of relating this scripture in a way that would have
meaning for others, I struggled with two questions: 1.) how can I help others relate to it; and, 2.)
who am I to speak about this!? I struggled and prayed, and then came the light and the answer:
write from your heart and experience, and give witness to what the Light has been for you.
To understand how light works, you have to understand darkness. I feared darkness because I
experienced it as:
· Losing both parents within a year of each other;
· Uncertainty about which road to travel as the world went on in spite of my sadness;
· Being totally indecisive about things I used to master with little effort;
· Experiencing depression;
· Feeling very alone and like I was a part of a world that seemed to offer no hope of me ever
being happy or productive again;
· Not remembering that prayer helps in the dark!

In the dark, we see nothing. We reach out blindly trying to find our way. But, there is a light
somewhere! How many of us walk around in the dark without thinking to turn on the light because
we feel so confident that we already know where we are going, only to stumble on something in our
way? When we turn on the light, we see how far we have gone from where we were headed.
I was on the dark road. I thought there was no light for me so I stopped looking for the light. But
thank GOD – God didn’t stop looking for me. I started praying and looking for the salvation that only
God could bring! In your darkest hours look for the Eternal Light. When you look to God as you
struggle, God will light your world and show you the way. God will take away your fears. Hold on to
God and believe, “the Lord is my Light and My Salvation!”
I sought God and I saw His salvation. You can, too.
God, wherever people are turning away into loneliness
and despair around me today, give me strength to
testify to the power of Your Light. Amen.
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Isaiah 49: 1-7

Accepting the Challenge to Shine
Eulene Inniss
Light announces itself with boldness. It instantly shreds the surrounding darkness. It also has that
uncanny ability to blind by its intensity. It illuminates every dark nook and cranny. Most young
children detest the dark. When faced with darkness, they cry, scream and struggle to escape into the
light. For some adults the opposite takes place. They prefer to operate in the perceived safety of
darkness, but the smallest flicker of light will rip the scab of darkness away and expose the
festering, oozing deeds of darkness, to the healing light.
Isaiah was secure in his relationship with God and his position as a leader. He proclaimed that God
had chosen him for leadership from the womb. God was determined that Isaiah bring God glory.
Isaiah, whose name means deliverance from sin and its consequences, declares light and salvation
to the people of Israel whom God had rejected because of their sins.
God had important work for Israel, through Isaiah to do. Jacob (Israel) would be restored back to
God. And yet, God deemed that huge task as “too light (small) a thing “for His chosen servant” to do.
God expanded Isaiah’s role from a singular task to an all-inclusive mandate and said, “I will also give
you as a Light to the Gentiles (all other nations), that my salvation shall reach to the ends of the earth”.

Each one of us is called by God to do important work. If we are not connected to the Light, our vison
will be impaired and the limitations of our vision and judgement can undermine the value of the
task, great or small. Our work is important to God. Just do it!
Jesus is the Light of the world and only Light can drive out darkness. Are we walking in the Light? Is
our Light shining? Is our Light drawing wandering ones to the fold? Our challenge is to let God’s
Light shine through us with boldness, today and always, and be a witness for Christ in all our
surroundings.
Lord, Your Word has challenged me to shine. When You abide within,
my life and actions glow with the brightness of Your love, joy and peace.
Help my life to be a light leading others to You.
Amen.
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The Light That Glorifies God
Emma Jordan-Simpson
I was in a conversation with someone who was “questioning his purpose.” He, like all of us, wanted
to know, “who am I and what am I to be doing?’
It was quite humorous to listen to him ask questions, and then answer the questions himself.
(Sometimes, we don’t need someone to talk with us, as much as we just need someone to give witness to
the conversation we are having with ourselves!) After listening to him talk a bit, he eventually said,
“I’m never going to get to the answer I need because I’m not starting this conversation with the right
question! I shouldn’t be asking, “what’s my purpose?” because we’ve all talked about that before,
right? I’m supposed to be giving glory to God. I should be asking myself, “how can I use what I am
and what I have to glorify God, to shine for God?”
This was the best conversation I’ve ever had in which I didn’t have to say anything! I didn’t even get
a word in edgewise!
One of the most important things we can do for the sake of our own discipleship is to spend some
time discovering our own “spiritual gifts,” the gifts we have all been given (Ephesians 4). If we are
intentional about how our gifts are used, they will allow us to glorify God. We must shine the light
on God and not on our own selves.
He raised the best question: “how am I using my gifts to glorify God?” There are a lot of gifted
people in the world, folks who light up a room when they walk in or dazzle the stage when they are
centered on it. But not everybody’s gift turns the light on to God’s glory.
What in your life helps to shine some light on God for others? That may be your gift. Spend some
time with it. Fine tune it. Figure out how you can turn it on so that it shines a beacon light on God
wherever you go.
This little light of mine….

Lord, I’m starting this day with a determination to use whatever gift
You have given me to shine the light on You, to give You all the glory.
You are worthy to be praised! Amen.
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Don’t Lose Hope
Shakeema North

This meme was posted and shared all over social media after America received the news that the
police officer who shot and killed 12-year-old Tamir Rice would not
face any criminal charges for Tamir’s murder. This news was
devastating for many, but for African Americans in particular, this
news served as yet another reminder that Black lives are not valued
by those in power in what Maya Angelou called, “these yet to be
united states” of America.”
There were many articles and “think pieces” written expressing people’s hurt, disgust,
heartbrokenness and outright rage at our nation’s history of racism and these reoccurring acts of
state-sponsored violence. One question that came to me as I wrestled with my own feelings is: how
can a people that are seemingly never on the receiving end of justice continue to hope in God when
stuff like this keeps happening? The truth of the matter is, with so much going on in this world, it’s hard
for those who suffer from individual and collective brokenness not to lose hope. Zechariah reminds
us of God’s promise to raise up a mighty deliverer that will save us from our enemies and from
everyone who has shown hate toward us. I imagine Zechariah’s prophesy came at a time when the
people were feeling much like we feel today – pressured by political oppression and ready to tap out
on hope. And so, his prophesy served to reassure them that this child - John, who would later be
known as “John the Baptist” - had come to declare a new way. The coming light of Christ was going
to show up, disrupt darkness and guide them into a life of peace.
The good news is that the promise of God’s light has been fulfilled for us. For the light of the world
has indeed come! And while there are times where we find ourselves sitting in a darkness that
seems to be more long-lasting than it does seasonal, let us remember that God’s light is heaven’s
cure for our pain and suffering. In order for us to remain hopeful in the midst of darkness, we have
to allow God’s light to sustain us and ignite within in us a renewed faith in God, that through Jesus
Christ - the light of the world - our feet will soon find the way of peace. Be careful, though: finding
the way to peace, means getting down dirty with Jesus in the business of making a peaceful and just
world.
This is the light that we sing about, because when we do, we declare like the prophets upon whose
shoulders John stands: every valley shall be exalted. Every mountain and hill will be made low.
Change is not only coming, change is here.
This is the light that I still believe in.
Joy of the desolate, light of the straying; hope of the penitent, fadeless and pure!
Here speaks the Comforter, here tenderly saying, “Earth has no sorrow that heaven cannot cure!”
God, this stuff hurts. If the Calvary will not be riding in on our behalf, strengthen us to live with
the conviction that in the power of the Risen One, We are the Calvary, the ones we have been
waiting for. Strengthen us to exalt that valley, level that mountain, be Your light. Amen.
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Bearing Light

Morine Bowen Avery
This world can be dark a place. There are dark places in the public square. Darkness pervades our
private places. It’s easier for us to recognize the public dark places because they often look like
places of injustice, corruption, and despair. We see that on a daily basis. Our eyes become
accustomed to that darkness, with constant reminders of injustice perpetrated by the police against
Black and Brown bodies. We elect corrupt leaders; and, we are torn by the despair of young people
who see how others do not value their lives. “And God said, Let there be Light……”
Our private dark places are often hidden from outsiders. There, in the dark, we struggle with
addiction, feelings of low self-worth, loneliness, alienation, and depression. We strive for that
seemingly elusive sense of purpose; yearning for direction and light to find our place in this world.
We are broken by the battle involved with just trying to keep our families, friendships and finances
intact. Because these dark places are unseen, we often miss them. “And God said, Let there be
Light……”
Jesus charges us to “...work the works of the One who sent me…”
The work of Jesus is to be the Light. Therefore, our work is to be the light. We don’t run from
darkness. We are called to be light bearers in the darkness. Bearing light looks like standing up for
what is right, and speaking out against the things that diminish the humanity of God’s people. To
bear light is to speak truth to power, to protest, to raise our voices in righteous indignation in order
to bring about changes that benefit all of God’s children.
To bear light in private darkness is to illuminate so that someone can see a clear way to the God of
comfort, peace, joy, wholeness, and recovery. To bear light is to make it clear that God loves and
cares about us, and will see about us in times of trouble and struggle. This is our work. Don’t close
your eyes to the darkness. Take courage; open your eyes and walk into it bringing the light of Christ
with you.
Lord, forgive me when I cower in the corner, running from darkness like I have no God.
You’ve promised to hold me up - increase my courage to hold up Your light.
Amen.
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John 8: 12—30

Lights of the World, Dimmers Not Included
Ernest Greene
The Feast of Tabernacles was commemorated to remind the Israelites of the time their forebears
spent in the wilderness after the Exodus from Egypt. They dwelled in booths made of tree limbs for
the duration of the feast, being reminded of the time they lived in wilderness tents.
It was during one of these feasts that Jesus spoke the words, “I am the light of the world; the one
who follows me will not walk in darkness, but will have the light of life.” These gracious words reflect
the ceremony that took place each evening in the temple courts at the lighting of two giant
Menorahs to illuminate the whole temple court.
Jesus’ words are a wonderful promise. There is nothing we need more in this world today than light
in our path. People are walking in darkness, not knowing where they are going and having no idea
of what is ahead. They continually run into disaster. Only the person who has light can see what is in
their pathway.
There are two things that keep people from opening their hearts to Christ: ignorance and pride.
Ignorance comes from not seeking the facts or evidence concerning Jesus and His mission. Pride
comes from refusing to surrender to those facts and adjust to them. Pride says ‘I’ll do this my way.’
Many have heard of Jesus but have a distorted, unreal picture of Him that makes Him appear to be
what He is not in the Scriptures. They say they know God, but the god they are talking about is one
of their own imagination. As with the Pharisees, they do not recognize Jesus for who and what He is.
They miss the fullness of the evidence past and present of the power and glory of the Son of God.
When you see Jesus on the cross, then you begin to understand the facts about life. When He is lifted
up on the cross, He gives Himself for the sins of the world. When that occurs to the eyes of faith,
then we begin to see Jesus for who He is, the Lord of Glory, the One who can wash away all of our
stains and forgive us. To follow Jesus is to surrender to the Lordship of Christ which implies that we
reflect His light and become His ambassadors as lights to the world.
Jesus is the light of the world - so, make sure you do not have a dimmer switch attached to your
relationship with Christ. His precepts should illuminate your mind, heart and will; they should not
be seen as stipulations causing you to reprogram your dimmer with busyness, apathy, or
indifference.
Jesus is the bright light of the world. His light can’t be dim in your life and walk.
Dear Lord, help us to understand that the purpose of a child of God is to please God and to enjoy
our relationship with You in love faith, loyalty, thankfulness and holiness giving light to the
world. Amen.
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Am I A Good Leader?
Daria Benson
The prophet Ezekiel is speaking to leaders in Israel. The land has experienced crisis and upheaval
and all should be pulling together because of the siege/captivity by enemies. Even during times of
struggle for the land/nation, the leaders were short sighted. It was a time for rebirth and rebuilding
and everyone had value in this effort with various skills that could be used. But, instead of
benefiting from the input of the people, the leaders choose to exploit. Leaving the people vulnerable
also made it easy for outsiders to take advantage. Ezekiel preached the message that God was not
pleased and would not entrust the leaders with the care of the people in the land. God loves every
being and all creatures and knows the value and purpose for the benefit of the whole.
Very little has changed as we move into the current time. We see that throughout the world as many
countries/cities face critical challenges. Instead of trying to make improvements to the
infrastructure of cities, increase the standards of living, and improve the quality of life for everyone,
those in leadership positions eat the fat and clothe only themselves with wool. This selfishness
leads to discontentment and hardship for the many and ultimately will cause the destruction of all.
On a personal level, am I a good shepherd? Am I doing all I can as a leader to guide my students,
positioning them to gain employment? If someone comes to me with a problem of which I am not
familiar, do I demonstrate effective leadership skills? While certainly I can lose my job, am I too
comfortable in my position and do not fully value the diversity of skills that all students bring no
matter their background, education or physical abilities?
No matter what type of leadership position we may be in - whether it is as president of a country or
a block association, God provides for all our needs and wants us to be mindful of those who trust us
to take care of them.
Lord, somebody is following me today. I may not know who they are,
but they are taking their cues from me. Help me to follow You,
and to be a good leader for them. Amen.
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Ezekiel 34: 11-16

The “Me, Myself!” God
Candace Simpson
“T” was one of my first students at Concord Freedom School. Wherever I was, he was sure to be just
two steps away. One day, T took an “extended break” from Morning Harambee. When I realized my
keys had also gone missing, I knew exactly where he was. I stopped by the office to see him swinging
happily in my chair, singing, “I did it MYSELF! I unlocked your office myself! Miss Candace, I did it!” I
realized that to T, doing things “myself” meant personal achievement. Of course, we had a
conversation about why he should not take “field trips” by himself during Morning Harambee, and T
agreed he would let me know when he might want to unlock my office door. But on the inside, it
meant a lot to me to see my student have a “myself moment.”
We celebrate a Divine being who loved us enough to spend time with us on earth. I’m struck by how
personal Ezekiel imagines God. Twice in this passage, the word “myself” is used. I can understand
why people imagined Jesus to be the fulfillment of ancient prophecy. It matters that Ezekiel stands
on its own as an important text of the Old Testament. And still, I understand why people during
Jesus’ time believed Jesus to be the Messiah.
This passage paints God as the One who heals the injured sheep, who brings rest, and strengthens
the weak. That’s nice to read on paper. But lately, given our current circumstances, it’s been hard
not to wonder if God created this universe and walked away. I’ve wondered if God knows what it’s
like to lose a friend to gun violence, if God knows what it’s like to pray you get home safely on the
train as you pass a squad of cops, if God knows what it’s like to be anxious about the future. Does
God get me? Does God care?
This passage is comforting because I imagine God, funky from the field with staff in hand, calling to
the flock, “I’m with you! I feel you! I myself know exactly what you feel!” Jesus might say, “I knew
them MYSELF!” “ I loved them MYSELF!”
I’m grateful for our “Me, Myself God”.
God, I’m grateful that care enough about me to come and see about me Yourself!
Help me share that testimony with everybody who needs to hear it. Amen.
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“As For You, My Flock…”
Emma Jordan-Simpson
When I was a seminary student, I walked from my apartment to my field placement in Harlem. I
would often see a “street preacher” - a woman whose voice was unlike anything I had ever heard.
Without a bullhorn or amplification, she sang and preached to those passing by. Or, maybe “yelled”
is a better description of what she was doing. She pronounced judgement on “the others” day after
day. When she was ready to pack up her makeshift street pulpit, another woman would come to
help her gather her things. The street preacher’s treatment of this helper was always so harsh. The
same woman who pronounced God’s judgement on everyone passing by, turned to mistreat this
person who helped her. It was such a distasteful sight. One day, another young woman yelled to the
preacher. “Stop being so self-righteous,” she said. “Treat your own people right!”
One of the surest ways to get lost in self-righteousness is to focus on what others are doing. We
pronounce judgement on the world, yet tip toe around what is happening among us. Those who are
strong among us mistreat those who are weak among us. And, we often don’t bat an eye.
Ezekiel turns a laser focus on the faithful: “As for you, my flock...”
We make everything all about us. We cross boundaries of greed and selfishness that end up hurting
others among us, making them invisible. Be careful. The Shepherd sees all of the flock, even the
sheep who are invisible to us. My Aunt Doris was a fearless advocate for us against those outside of
our family who tried hurt us. However, there was also no escaping her wrath when we hurt each
other within the family. There are always consequences for behavior that hurts others; maybe not in
the now, but surely in the later.
We need the Good Shepherd to save us from others; thanks be to God that the Shepherd will also
save us from each other.
God, I thank You for Your fierce protection of my soul.
Forgive me for the ways in which I have been selfish open my eyes so that I can be mindful of the needs and boundaries of others even in the House of God. Amen.
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The Question and the Confession
Lisa Buckery
Dear Beloved,
I learned about a job opportunity - “Kingdom Disciples” - and I decided to apply! I am pleased to
announce that my interview with Jesus went well. I learned about the position because “My sheep
hear my voice, and I know them, and they follow me:” (John 54:67 ) Jesus asked an unusual interview
question: “Who do you say I AM? My reply was "The Lord is my Shepherd.” But I also had to think
for a moment: was I being asked this question as a test? I’ve been walking with God a few years. I
think I’m trustworthy in our relationship. And, didn’t I walk down to the front of the church - in
front of everybody, on Mother’s Day to surrender my life to God?
The truth is, I thought I knew God, but I didn’t see any changes in me. My heart had not yet met my
confession. This was definitely an “Aha!” moment for me. That’s what they say about the truth setting
me free. I can’t confess what my heart is not willing to believe, (I Cor.12:3). This interview was
going left instead of right. If I planned to work for Christ, I needed to show that I know Christ and
what is expected of me. I know there had to be some visible changes in my life. I wanted that job! I
needed to be open to being qualified to receive it. I did what made sense to me as a follower. I
followed Him to the cross. (I knew that He wasn’t going to hire me for my good looks and great
smile!) No, he requires my obedience and discipleship. And, Jesus is the answer to my questions; once I
remembered that, the interview got back on track!
He is the “Good Shepherd.” He cares for us, leads us. He watches over us while we sleep. When life’s
storms try to disturb our peace, He brings peace (v23:2). We fall short of God’s glory, but “He
restores [our souls] (v67:7). When the devil tries to whisper “no”, the spirit of the Lord shouts “Yes!”
Therefore, “I will fear no evil: for thou art with me,” (v23: 4).
When God works on us, the enemy tries to keep God’s plans for us from coming to fruition.
Sometimes, the enemy’s most effective tools are fear and intimidation. We have to always
remember who “ “anoints [our] head with oil…” (v67:9). Never forget that the one who “began a good
work in you will perform it until the day of Jesus Christ,” (Philippians 5:6 ). Thank you Jesus, for
knowing my worth. I know with you all things are possible.
I almost forgot - one last confession! Really, it’s an affirmation: “Surely goodness and mercy shall
follow me all the days of my life: and I will dwell in the house of the LORD forever,” (v67:6 ).
I got the job!
Sincerely
Your Faithful Servant
Most Gracious and Holy Father, thank You for being our everything - for guiding our lives.
Show us how to follow You, and help us to depend on You for being our Good Shepherd. Amen.
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Blessed to Be A Blessing
Natasia McCormick
Jesus saw the need of the people and was “moved with great compassion.” He knew they were in
need of a shepherd to love, guide and teach them. He didn’t just pray for them and send them away.
He was compelled to do something about their needs, and to teach them “many things.” Jesus made
sure the people were fed before they left vicinity (Notice I didn’t say before they left His presence.)
Jesus never worried about not having enough. He knew he had the ability to provide in abundance.
As a community witnessing for Christ, we must be able to discern the needs of people who make
their way to us. They may never vocalize their needs. We ought not be selfish with the blessings God
has given us. God doesn’t bless us for our own personal glorification, but rather for us to use those
blessings to the glory of God by helping others.
In our Community Bible Study, we were reminded how to “live generously for Jesus’ sake.”
Worrying that our generosity toward others will leave us short-handed is not trusting Jesus with
our whole hearts to be our Good Shepherd.
Jesus didn't complain or become frustrated about the multitude crowding his space and eating up all
the bread and fish. He offered it in the first place because God is not limited. Communing with God
gave him that confidence. Jesus was well aware of God’s will and knew God had the power and
resources to be faithful. So, Jesus did just that. He executed God’s will with no hesitation.
As God’s people, we should also know God’s will. We, too. have the connection to God through Christ
Jesus. We should never be hesitant to meet the needs of others when it is in our power and
resources to do so. They shouldn’t have to ask or beg us. Like Jesus, we should be moved with
compassion, make sure they are fed (spiritually, mentally and physically), and teach them many
things.
Father, have mercy on us for overlooking and ignoring the needs of others out of our
selfishness and busyness. Draw us to repentance and teach us to do Your will from day to day.
Amen.
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Mark 14: 26—31

Ride or Die Christian
Sonya McCall
Before going out to the Mount of Olives, the disciples sang a hymn, perhaps, “Come Christians Join to
Sing”, “Joyful, Joyful, We Adore Thee”, “To God Be the Glory”, or “Worship The King”. The singing of
a hymn was the culmination of the feast and fellowship at the Last Supper. And Jesus said to them,
“You will all become deserters; for it is written, ’I will strike the shepherd, and the sheep will be
scattered.’ But after I am raised up, I will go before you to Galilee.” The shepherd has gone and the
sheep were now left to their own wayward practices and agendas. They were without purpose,
discipline or commitment. They became confused, ran wild and their focus was no longer on the
Shepherd’s teachings.
The emphasis here should be on “all will become deserters”. Jesus didn’t say Peter would be the
only one to desert him. Peter vehemently stressed that he would not become a deserter of Jesus like
the others. He promised to follow Jesus, no matter what occurred. Usually the individual with the
loudest profession of allegiance is the one who disappears at the first sight of trouble or discord.
The definition of a deserter is one who leaves the group or his/her post without permission. In the
military, they are called defectors or traitors. They run away when they are needed the most.
Am I the Christian who will desert my post? Will I not visit the sick and shut-in? Will I not give
clothes to the naked? Will I not help to lift or encourage my brother or sister when he/she is down?
Will I turn my back to the one who is different? Will I not give generously of my time and resources
to help build and strengthen the church, uplift God’s kingdom and the community?
We must be mindful of the promise that Jesus made when he said he will rise up and go before us.
We must remain faithful, following the teachings of a Savior who died for us. Therefore, we must
become the “Ride or Die” Christians. Christians who will not just carry the name, but will serve, and
love one another as Jesus has loved us. We can’t give up when times get difficult, when friends or
loved ones leave us, when our finances are limited, or when we feel that we are left alone in our
storms. God is still with us.
Lord, I pray I will never forsake You,
as You have never forsaken me. Amen.
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Good Shepherd, Strong Sheep
Emma Jordan-Simpson
Ella Baker had probably the deepest impact on the young people of The Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee (SNCC), and the Freedom Riders during the Civil Rights Movement. She
wasn’t photographed often because she disdained jockeying for “front row publicity.” Instead, she
spoke words of encouragement into the ears of young people. She put their concerns centermost in
the discussions, and said often to them, “Strong people don’t need strong leaders.” Ms. Baker
disliked “charismatic leaders” who turned all of the attention on to themselves because they often
acted like hirelings. They didn’t have any regard for the people’s right to speak for themselves, or to
grow and contribute. They just sucked up all of the attention and oxygen for themselves. Often,
people would be so focused on the person in front of the microphone, expecting that person to save
the day, that they didn’t do their own part to advance the struggle.
Baker’s hope was that young people would be strong and able to carry the fight for justice forward
because the struggle in America would not be won with a few legislative victories and cultural
changes. After all, “freedom is a constant struggle.”
Traveling on dangerous terrain, we need leaders to protect and guide us, aware of the powers that
are ever ready to destroy us. But, we also have to think, act, initiate, live, work and step up
ourselves. Our Shepherd is a Good Shepherd because these are the very expectations the Shepherd
has of us. We don’t leave our brains somewhere else, because as the Shepherd will say elsewhere,
“I’ve shared with you everything my Father has shared with me. You are not servants, I call you
friends.,” (John 59:59).
Jesus refers to himself as “The Good Shepherd” because there are shepherds who are not good.
They don’t protect, feed, lead, equip or “teach others to stand and fight.” They focus on themselves
and leave the sheep vulnerable to the days’ danger. Jesus is the Good Shepherd because Jesus goes
all the way with us - and all the way for us.
Singing with Ella today: “Struggling myself don’t mean a whole lot I’ve come to realize.
It’s teaching others to stand and fight - that’s the only way our struggle survives.
We who believe in freedom cannot rest. Amen.
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Handling Frustrations
Michael O. Ojewale
Israel was the vineyard of God - and God was surely frustrated with it! God does everything there is
to do for the vineyard, but nothing comes of it. God laments, “Why did it yield wild grapes?” For her
failure to bear good fruits in spite of the efforts and grace bestowed, Israel suffered the
consequences.
After my masters degree in animal science, I worked as Agricultural Project Director for a farm in
Nigeria. We raised animals and planted arable and seasonal crops for sale. Our poultry farm was the
major project, and it was the reason this was the most frustrating and trying period of my life. No
matter what I did, there was something unpredictable around the bend to frustrate me. If it wasn’t
theft on the farm, it would be an auto accident that damaged the truck we used to transport feed, or
the villagers colluding to defraud us. We were trying to build a business based on Christian
principles and integrity and we often took losses because we would not deal unscrupulously. Once
when we were raising turkeys for Christmas, they were growing so well that the feed supplier and
the bank manager both extended our credit limits after they visited the farm. The sight was
impressive. They were convinced we would easily pay off any debt after the Christmas sale.
However, two weeks before Christmas I visited the farm and the golden turkeys were looking
drowsy. I immediately called the vet. Before evening we were discarding huge dead turkeys that
should have been going to market. Other farmers dressed theirs for sale but we did not. It was a
mighty setback, and I was reintroduced to the world of stomach ulcers and high blood pressure! If I
were the owner, I would have done what God did: sold and closed down the farm! I read a statement
that says, “Anybody who does not know how to handle worry shouldn’t go into business.” But that’s
true of everything else we do in life. Frustrating, disappointing and worry-producing circumstances
are everywhere and in every relationship.
What do we do when we’ve done our best and everything still comes out wrong? What do we do
when we go the extra mile but our efforts result in utter failure? How do you handle a situation
when the more you sow, the less you reap; the more you love, the lesser you are loved back?
Redefine failure and renew your trust in God’s unfailing goodness. Say what? That’s the best I
can come up with. Besides, it is the word for today: redefine failure. We who have put our lives in
God’s hands have to live each day with the consciousness that God is with us, guiding us, and
working in and through us. We have to live with the assurance that God is at work in our lives, and
able to weave out a plan for good in spite of the bad. With the benefit of hindsight, we would, one
day, look back at what was our darkest moment and realize that we were not out of God’s sight. God
did not give up on Israel. The punishment was the necessary discipline from a loving parent meted
to an errant child.
If we could examine our story through the eyes of faith, we might see the thread of God’s
redemptive acts even in our failures and darkest hours. Joseph redefined failure and tragedy and
saw God’s hand in his life when he told his brothers, “But as for you, you meant evil against
me; but God meant it for good, in order to bring it about as it is this day, to save many people
alive,” (Genesis 94:64).
God, we thank You for every mountain and valley; help us to see Your hands in our failures, turning
whatever disappointment we have with them into joy that no power can ever quench. Amen.
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Keep Hope Alive
Michael O. Ojewale

The Triune Godhead held a council in an undated past and said, “Let Us make humanity in Our
image. So God did.” To be created “in the image and likeness of God” was the highest compliment on
humanity and the beginning of a love story with the greatest potentials. Then sin came in and
messed it up. Then God said, more of an indictment than information, “For dust you are, and to dust
you shall return,” (Genesis 3:19c). How are the mighty fallen! We see a similar indictment in today’s
passage. Israel is the Vine with one use: bear grapes. When grapes are fermented they become wine,
the symbol of festivity and happiness. The wood of the vine is useless; it is not even good enough to
make pegs, unlike the olive whose wood is good and useful for several things. God designed the
people of Israel for one purpose: to give God glory and make God known to the rest of the world. But
the vine has failed in its one and only important task and reason for being. There’s nothing else left
but to be burned up.
Ezekiel was a contemporary of the prophet Jeremiah. Ezekiel was among the first to be taken
captive to Babylon. While Jeremiah prophesied in Jerusalem, Ezekiel was prophesying in captivity in
Babylon. They essentially had the same message: the exile was a much-deserved punishment but
was also redemptive. God was in control. The exilic people were to serve their captors and live for
God in the strange and foreign land. God had a plan and would one day restore them back to their
land. The famous passage, Jeremiah 29:11, [“For I know the thoughts that I think toward you, says
the Lord, thoughts of peace and not of evil, to give you a future and a hope”] is a quotation from
Jeremiah’s letter written to encourage those in exile. Jeremiah and Ezekiel lived during the time of
the fall of Jerusalem.
Even though Ezekiel prophesied the fall of Jerusalem and exile of its people, he also had a
memorable vision of dry bones coming to life, in his well-known favorable vision in chapter 37. He
prophesied that the temple would be restored and the people would return to the land. Ezekiel ends
his book with a detailed vision of the future, centering on the restored temple. The temple is rebuilt
with the priests back at work, and the glory of God returns to the temple and to God’s people. In the
end, Jerusalem is also given a new name, Jehovah-Shammah, or “Yahweh is there,” (Ezekiel 48:35).
The central message is God’s restoration of God’s people and God’s city amid national tragedy.
Through the course of all these events, Ezekiel continually points out that Israel’s God is in complete
and sovereign control over God’s people’s destiny.

What’s the takeaway from today’s meditation? It is this: Don’t interpret your life based on one
season. Don’t define your life, and don’t be defined, by one bad experience. Don’t pitch your
tent in a bad moment, even if it is self-inflicted. Learn to look through the lens of faith into a brighter
and glorious future. The Vine that failed to live up to its purpose still had a glorious future. Out of
the valley of dry, scatted dead bones in Ezekiel’s vision arose a mighty army - chapter 37. The glory
that departed from the Temple at the beginning of Ezekiel’s vision (chapters 9 and 10) eventually
returned “and the name of the city from that day shall be: THE LORD IS THERE.” (Ezekiel 48:35b).
Don’t throw away hope, “For the righteous may fall seven times and rise again,” (Proverbs 24:16a).
God, I don’t want to run from the difficult times and the hard things.
Strengthen me where I am leaning and help me to stand every hopeful and courageous,
pressing on to see what the end will be. Amen.
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The Sinner’s Prayer
Michael O. Ojewale

I am sure you’ve witnessed it before: burdened souls find their way to worship. Convicted, they
make it to the altar. Not knowing what to say, only that they desire forgiveness and strength,
someone steps forward to lead them in prayer. “Repeat this prayer after, me. ‘O God, be merciful to
me, a sinner…’” We often call it the “sinner’s prayer.” The walk back from the altar is very different,
as if the heavy weights have been lifted.
Something similar is going on with Israel. Israel will be redeemed and restored at last. The first
verse is a call to repentance. The next few verses are the offer of help; something like, “Say this
prayer after me.” God is so willing to restore Israel and the people were so clueless about how to return
to God that the Prophet had to put the words of a prayer in their mouth. Then comes the most
beautiful part: God makes promises to the returning Israel:
I WILL heal their backsliding: The people who turned to other gods and broke their vows to God
were told to pray: “Assyria shall not save us…”
I WILL love them freely, for my anger has turned away. They thought they had to earn God’s
love. They did not realize that God loved them unconditionally and without any effort or input on
their part.

I WILL be like dew to Israel - is an assurance that this Vine Tree will be well-supplied and
nourished.
There’s hope for those who have fallen away. Turn back. The Shepherd is longing for you to return.
If you, like Israel, think God’s love for you is conditional, you have it wrong. There’s nothing you can
do to make God love you more or less. God’s love is constant and unending, and from God - not
dependent on you.
God’s promise of supply and refreshing is God’s assurance that God will be our source. God, who is
enough, will send what we need, rain or dew, in their seasons. Our careers, relationships,
connections, families and friends may the agents by which God meets those needs, but God is our
Source.
Thank you, O God, for the power of today’s promises made in the long ago
- that they still hold true for us today. Amen.
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Beware of The Wolves
Sharon Norwood Burwell

Have you heard the expression “beware of wolves in sheep’s clothing”? Are we truly genuine
Christians or are we false prophets? When people quote scriptures in the Bible, but act like the
biggest devils around, we have to wonder if their hearts are really in the right place.
Are we living in a society of people that are “Antichrist”? What is an Antichrist? Antichrist is a type
of person that knows the truth about God, yet deliberately turns away from the truth, working
against God. They do this in order to prevent other people from knowing the way to bring their lives
into what God requires.
This world is in turmoil. Remember the pain people have been experiencing in Nigeria, and France,
and in South Carolina. The nine people in that Bible study at Emanuel African Methodist Episcopal
Church were studying and learning about God - and terror struck. Their response showed a city that
came to love and heal.
In these scriptures, Jesus talks about trees bearing good fruit and bad fruit. Which one are you? Will
you follow Jesus? Will you be obedient or a back slider?

Matthew 12:33 reminds us that either the tree is good or it is bad. The tree is known by its fruit, so
it can’t speak good things if it is evil. I know what I want to do:
I have decided to follow Jesus,
No turning back, no turning back!
The world behind me, the cross before me,
No turning back, No turning back!
I want to be a good tree and produce good fruit. I want to enter the kingdom of heaven.

God, thank You for today’s reminder
that though danger is ever around us,
we can still produce good fruit. Amen.
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Matthew 13:18 - 23

Cooperating With The Sower
Jonathan Tennial
I grew up in a house where there were lots of house plants. My mother has what some may call a
“green thumb.” Every now and again, my mother would look at her plants and determine which
ones needed to be repotted. After a long, cold, snowy winter, she looked forward to planting and
replanting these flowers and plants. In early spring of each year, I watched and reluctantly helped as
she tended them.
Every now and then, the seeds my Mother sowed would not make it to the soil. Instead, the seeds
would fall into the cracks between the sidewalk, creating some greenery - but not the greenery
she’d hoped for. These would become weeds because the soil they landed in did not provide enough
nutrients. I watched and helped her pull these weeds from the soil. She would remove anything that
hindered the growth of the flowers and plants. Periodically, she would add a new layer of soil before
planting the new greenery.
Jesus explains the Parable of the Sower and likens us to plants like those in my Mother’s garden.
Seeds for plants and flowers are placed in the soil so that the soil can nurture the roots, provide
needed nutrients and spur on successful growth. But here is where we the Sower’s parable and
ours departs. Seeds can only fall where they have been sown: we have the power to get up, move
and get to good ground.
If you’ve fallen into some bad ground, it’s not too late to get out of the wrong place and into the right
position to grow. While God can certainly pluck us out of a place that means us no good, we have to
cooperate by wanting to be saved. If the bad ground is good enough for you, that’s where you’ll stay.
But if you want to grow, remember that you are not a powerless seed forced to remain where ever
you’ve fallen.
Cooperate with the Holy Spirit. Get up and get to good ground.

God, I don’t just want to be saved - I want to grow.
Help me get to where ever I need to be
to grow into Your will for me. Amen.
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Monday, March 14, 2016
Luke 13: 6 -9

Grace, Mercy and Forbearance
Jonathan Tennial
As a recent graduate from divinity school, I was grateful for “forbearance.” Forbearance is what the
banks which financed my education gave me -- added time. They held off on collecting the debt I
owed them for my student loans while I searched for a suitable job that would allow repayment to
begin. The banks allow a limited amount of time for this consideration, and I could only have access
to that “grace” a few times during the life of the loan. When the forbearance is over, I am
responsible for making payments or dealing with the consequences of the loan being in default.
The Lord Jesus Christ, who tends to the vineyard of our souls, allows for multiple opportunities for
forbearance in hopes of leading us to repentance. This parable is a prime example of that grace and
mercy.
You see, the fig tree represents our individual souls. The three years of the barren fig tree not
bearing good fruit, represents the full opportunities given to us in our several stages of life – youth,
adulthood, and “seasoned” years. At some point, we ought to have produced some fruit that glories
God. Sometimes, we don’t yield fruit because it’s not our season. Other times, we are fruitless
because we haven’t been nurtured - we are disconnected from the source of our health and strength.

But thanks be to God for Jesus Christ, the one who tends to the vineyard and intercedes on our
behalf, pleads with God, “let it alone for one more year, until I dig around it and put manure on it.”
Don’t waste the grace of time. Stop lamenting about being cut off from the things that don’t contribute
to your fruitfulness. And, change your mind about those challenges that keep arising. Maybe, just
maybe, that problem might be fertilizer for the very thing God is trying to birth in you.

Each new day is yet another chance You have given us to be the witnesses
You have called us to be. May our walk and work today bring You all the glory. Amen.
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John 15: 1 – 8

Staying Connected
Morine Bowen-Avery
There is something about connection that causes us to yearn for it. While we all need ‘alone time,’
none of us desires to be without connection. We seek it through family, friends, community, civic/
social clubs, church, etc. Connection = life. Connection says, “Somebody loves and values me, and I
love and value somebody.”
Things that are disconnected are dead, dark and cold. If you have ever lost power or had your
utilities disconnected, you know exactly what I mean. Disconnection shows up in other places.
Disconnections in families, between spouses, and from community give way to coldness,
estrangement and death of relationships and love. But above all these, disconnection from God
causes us to wither.
The strange, but good news is that the journey toward the cross is a journey toward connection and
life. God sends Jesus to repair and reconnect what has been broken. God desires to connect with us
and give us life. If we stay connected to the tree, we will have life because The Vine nourishes the
branches. Things that have life and receive nourishment bear fruit.

During this season we are called to examine ourselves to see if we are indeed bearing fruit. If we are
not, maybe we should check our connection with the source of life and nourishment.
“But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, forbearance, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness
and self-control.” (Gal 9:66). These are evidence that we are abiding in Christ.
Sometimes, we need a personal system-check. Personal signs that we need to secure our connection
with Christ include: the inability to show love, only speaking judgement, never experiencing
compassion, always being unkind, always causing discord, and specializing in a sharp tongue. Our
challenge is to own up to our disconnection and reconnect! As we are given nourishment, we can
nourish others.
Lord, I want to be used by You. Keep me connected
so that I may connect others to You.
Amen.
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Isaiah 35: 1 - 10

Blossoming in Barren Spaces
Sonya D. Johnson
We are blessed to have states with various landscapes and terrains. Arizona is one of my favorite
states to visit in the winter because of its distinctive beauty. There are thousands of square miles of
arid and seemingly barren land, as well as mountainous regions with various elevations. Once on a
trip to Tucson, I went hiking in the mountains to explore and exercise. In the immense brownness of
the landscape, I noticed a most beautiful white flower that seemingly pushed itself out of the brown
rocks to demand my attention. The flowers that bloom in such arid areas have a distinctive
brilliance in comparison to the flowers from lush green gardens that compete for prominence.
Upon noticing, I thought, “how awesome is our God! He provides vegetation, even in dry places.”
Here in barren land God provided a beautiful blossoming white flower. I felt like belting out the
hymn, “then sings my soul, my savior God to thee, How great thou art!” but decided not to alarm my
hiking group.
A similar sentiment is evident in Isaiah 35:1-2. The prophet writes about the desert rejoicing and
the abundant blossoming of flowers there. In essence, God provides blossoming flowers in the
barren areas of our lives; those unproductive life situations that are not quite what we planned or
envisioned for ourselves. The social/political ills of our day such as international/domestic
terrorism, the continuous senseless murders of people of color including babies make our land
barren. We desperately need God’s brilliant blossoming flowers in this barren anxiety-filled land.
This passage is a blessed reminder that God will!
Not only will God provide abundant blossoming flowers, but God will transform our limitations.
Blind eyes can be opened; and deaf ears ‘unstopped’. God will provide a way for us: “a highway shall
be there, and it shall be called the Holy Way…” The barren land shall have a path to God-provided
wholeness, a way of hope, characterized by holy worship, and communication with God and truth.
God wants to guide us in His way of truth. Can we tune out the distractions that demand our
attention for the moment and listen for God’s voice?
Thank You, God, for providing blossoming flowers barren places.
Help me to quiet the distractions that prevent me from listening to You.
I want to walk in Your way. Please be my guide. Amen.
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March 17, 2016
Acts 4: 1 - 12

Naming The Ultimate Power
Harry L. Franklin
Many believe they have the answers to every question and, yes, questions for every answer. We
human beings pride ourselves on how well we can explain just about any phenomenon. The sheer
amount of knowledge has increased exponentially just within the last generation. We have gained a
remarkable understanding of our world and of the universe.
Yet with all our knowledge and understanding, we remain unable to bring order to our violent
world and stressed out lives. A little boy is quoted as saying, "My father can fix anything but a
broken heart!" That little boy©
s lament gets to the heart of our existential human condition. It focuses
upon the heart, which lies at the center of who we are. It points to where it hurts. It points also to
the center of our greatest human need. We need help for our hurts, whether they be physical,
mental or spiritual. And, perhaps even more so, we need a sure and certain hope for our future.
And, whether we believe it or not, we need someone who has the authority and the power to heal
our hurts and save us from the calamity of our misguided lives.
Enter our Savior, Jesus Christ, whom God raised from the dead. Jesus Christ, who caused the lame to
walk, the blind to see, and the dead to live again. Yet, our savior is touched by our infirmities, both
physical and spiritual. Peter and John healed a man, not by their own power, but by the authority of
Jesus Christ. When people see this man walking and praising God, the leaders become very upset.
This miracle was inspiring people to believe in the Gospel as preached by Peter and John.
Acting out of a mixture of fear and pride, the rulers seize the disciples and throw them in prison. The
next day, a tribunal demands to know by whose authority the disciples taught and healed.
Undoubtedly, it was a "how dare you?" question. “Who do you think you are?” Never mind that a
man has been healed and his life has been changed. The problem is the people saw a true miracle
and professed faith, not in the rulers, but in Jesus Christ.
Peter and John, by power of the Holy Spirit, gave the only answer sufficient for all the ages! There is
but one in whom dwells all power and authority, and by whom all who believe can be saved. All who
profess faith in Christ and who serve God's people in positions of leadership -- pastors, deacons,
deaconesses, trustees, and ministry group leaders -- might well take this lesson to heart. For, indeed,
this lesson is really the Gospel in a nutshell. It is the Christian's singular declaration to a world that,
in many ways, is still questioning the power and authority of our Savior. And, it is a timeless
message that can heal a world that pretends to have all the answers.
Heavenly Father, we recognize your great power and majesty. Help us to carry forward your
message of love, hope and salvation to a weary world. Help us, God, to manifest your holy
presence in our lives so that people can be led to the you, the only path to salvation. Amen.
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March 18, 2016
Revelation 19: 11 – 16

God’s Truth: Forever Marching
Emma Jordan-Simpson
No matter how I try, I always dissolve into tears when listening to Martin Luther King’s speech,
“How Long, Not Long.” Spoken when people were exhausted and discouraged, fully acquainted with
defeat and danger, these words challenged the lie that white supremacy would always be America’s
normalcy.
“I know you are asking today, how long will it take? How long will justice be crucified, and
truth bear it? I come to say to you this afternoon, however difficult the moment, however
frustrating the hour, it will not be long because “truth crushed to earth will rise again.”
The last time we saw Jesus, he wasn’t marching. He was riding on a lowly donkey into Jerusalem.
The people were spreading their coats and victory palms in his path. They hailed him and sang
“Hosanna! Blessed be the name of the Lord!”
Triumph and victory for poor and marginalized people often mean disaster to ruling classes. That
truth is the reason that the humble entrance into Jerusalem quickly became Jesus’ road to his
crucifixion. He rode in as the Prince of Peace, but the rulers saw a dangerous King of a kingdom that
was not theirs to rule. Before the week was ended, Jesus was crucified in the public square. The
Sanhedrin and the Romans thought that political act would be the last word on this Jesus.
But...
John, exiled on the Isle of Patmos where they thought he would be effectively silenced, still sees a
vision of God’s Truth. Thought to be crushed to earth, it is rising again, forever marching forward.
Sometimes, the most powerful weapon against oppression is a vision. This power of visions is the
reason we kill dreamers.
It is also why some try to sell us a faith with music that is devoid of the verse of consummation. If we
have no power to imagine new-ness; if our songs cannot transport us to a space where we can see
God’s victory over what is - then, what is wins.
John sees the one who is Faithful and True. This vision still means disaster for oppressive rulers
because no one can control this Rider who, though his armies follow him in the strength of their
clean linen, still wears the clothes of the battle he has forever won.
“Ride on, King Jesus! Ride on, King Jesus!
Ride on, King Jesus - Ride On!
No one can hinder You!”
Amen.
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Saturday, March 19, 2016
I John 1: 5 - 10

Of Courage, Congregations and Families
Emma Jordan-Simpson
For lots of reasons, being a member of a local congregation is messy. It’s frustrating. Sometimes, it’s
painful. Because we get hurt the most by those who are the closest to us, many people don’t want to
stick with the local congregation. Simply put, joining a local congregation is really like joining a
messy family.
People search for the perfect congregation, like they wish they had the perfect family. There are
none. Nowhere. Never has there ever been a perfect congregation (or family).
Messy families need the light. Instead of hiding our difficulties or pretending they don’t exist, our
challenges should be met with the light. Light disinfects. Ugly and contagious things hide and grow
in the darkness. These things have power over our “fellowship” because they are never faced down.
We deceive ourselves into thinking that if we just don’t talk about the ugly stuff, maybe it will go
away.
So what do we do? Forget the family and forget the church? Can we really do that and have
fellowship with God? Nope!

I do know this: we would all benefit - congregations and families - from some courageous, Holy
Spirit-facilitated truth-telling. If we created safe spaces to share our hurts, the Holy Spirit will
create the space for us to also heal. We will never have healthy congregations or healthy families if
we don’t have the courage to tell and listen to the truth. Only then can we create the space for
repentance, forgiveness and healing.
Elusive fellowship benefits no one. I wish I had the “how to” for our congregations and our families.
I’m sure it would transform us all. Whatever it is, I’m sure the work begins with a commitment not
to deceive each other. I’m sure it includes confession, repentance and refusing to make God a liar.
I’m sure it begins with me.

In our most painful places, You hold the power to heal.
In our dullest, darkest moments, You have the power of light and life.
Guide our hearts and hands in the work of being family. Amen.
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Palm Sunday, March 20, 2016
I John 5: 6 - 12

Praise Be To God
Dessie Passmore
Sometimes I watch the sun rise in the morning and I praise God for the beauty of creation. I thank
God for the forgiveness I have in Christ, and ask for help and strength to turn away from future
temptations. I thank the Holy Spirit for indwelling in us and never leaving us alone. I thank Jesus for
being our conscience and counselor.
Do you really think any of your requests are too small or too big for God? Praise God’s power and
majesty! Jesus’ death on the cross cancelled the bonds of slavery. Christ has paid everything and we
have been set free. We’ve been given the power of the Holy Spirit, which enables us to live in
freedom and obedience to God.
The scriptures never shy away from talking about the blood. Apart from the blood of Christ, no one
can have a relationship with the Heavenly Father. Those who believe in the Son of God have this
testimony in their hearts. That testimony and their faith is eternal life in the Son.
The life that is in Jesus Christ, even while this can be stated so simply, is more than a simple matter.
This life is not just by water or blood. The water of baptism moves us to the blood of the crucifixion.
In that journey, we testify to the power of God. Christ lives; and, we can live and face our tomorrows.
I hope for each new day to be better than the previous day. Let yesterday’s pains, sorrows and
troubles stay there. When we believe and trust in God, we do not have to pin our days on any other
hope but God. We are in God’s hands. That is our testimony. Our hearts can soar to heights
unimaginable. Today and every other day — look into your heart for your testimony to God. Look to
Jesus to receive eternal life.
Father, Son and Holy Spirit - three as one - and none greater. Praise be to God!
Heavenly Father, thank You for Your grace to save even me.
I am undeserving. I surrender my heart to You.
Please show me how to start living for You.
Amen
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Monday, March 21, 2016
Colossians 3: 1 - 11

New Life, New Job Description
Emma Jordan-Simpson
The invitation to follow Christ is the invitation to come and die to your old life and be raised with
Christ to a new life. Who wants to be invited to die? The answer is simple: anyone who wants to be
resurrected.
The testimony of the “raised ones” is the same: we have new lives only because we have died to our
old lives. Working to get rid of anger, malice, wrath, slander and all of those things that require such
incredible emotional energy from us is really just about dying to old powers. We want new lives. We
need new power.
Lisa Bing is a fifth-generation Concorder. She has said to us many times as she has led leadership
trainings for us - “Don’t get caught up in trying to stop doing the things you should stop doing.
Instead, build your life around doing the things you should be doing. You’ll find you won’t have time
for all of that other stuff you used to do because you will be too busy doing new things.”
The resurrected life is expressed through service, not holier-than-thou restrictions. It’s a life best
expressed as a friend of Jesus - not as the world’s hammer of judgment. Being raised with Christ
compels us to witness to the power of Jesus Christ in the world right now, working to bring about
redemption, restoration and peace. It’s not about getting lost in other worldly escapes.
So, what’s the Job Description for a Raised One?
 Heal and Love!
 Do Justice and Repair Breaches!
 Open up doors and hearts in radical hospitality!
 Stoke the Revolution!
 Help the last become the first!
 Make the crooked roads straight!
 Thwart the power of hate with more love!
Go to work!
Jesus, we need Your strength to fall out of love with those
ill-fitting garments that weigh us down, preventing us from getting into the good fight.
We trust Your promise to help us let go. Amen.
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Tuesday, March 22, 2016
John 14: 6 - 14

Follow the Leader
Samuel Phillips, III

There is a line from the “Alice in Wonderland” story that says, “if you don’t know where you are
going, any road will get you there.” This statement expresses the importance of having some sense of
direction for our lives, even when we do not have a precise plan. To have some idea of where we
are headed is important, because that idea shapes and influences our behavior. If you dream of
becoming a doctor, then you will learn as much as possible about human anatomy. If you seek to
become physically fit, then you will make your way to the gym. The path that you choose should
determine and discipline your behavior.
Jesus shares with his disciples that he must leave them to go back to the Father. Thomas, who is
experiencing some confusion, expresses his desire to join him in the Kingdom, but is not quite sure
how to get ‘there’.
There are places we are seeking, but we lack the kind of precise directions we need that will get us
’there’. Some of us are seeking a godly life, peace and inner joy, but we just don’t know how to get
there.
If you are seeking a closer walk with God, don’t just follow the directions. Follow the Leader. Just as
Jesus gave Thomas clear directions, Jesus gives the same directions to us. He is the way. In the two
thousand years since these words were first spoken, nothing has changed with these directions.
They are still good words to guide us.
You can’t get to God through religious ceremonies or expensive gifts. You can’t get to the Father by
reading the latest how-to book. You need a relationship with His son. If this is the path that you
choose, then the way is simple. How to get there is simple. Trust and follow Jesus.
Jesus, You have promised that we have the power to do great things.
Give us great faith and great discipline; help us to follow the path
You have set for us so that we can all get home. Amen.
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Wednesday, March 23, 2016
I Corinthians 15: 20 - 26

Silencing Death Forever
Emma Jordan Simpson

My favorite episode of the television sitcom “The Golden Girls” has as its plot the character ‘Rose’
preparing for triple by-pass surgery. She makes the “girls” promise to have their heads frozen
cryogenically so that they could come back to life after death and be together. And of course, the
girls fantasize about what life would be like for their heads to be preserved without their original
bodies. Hilarious, but not for me. I don’t want to come back here. Neither is it enough for me to just
be satisfied with a good run, with this life being the end.
The simplest, yet most profound sentence in all of Frank Baum’s “The Marvelous Land of Oz,” is
“everything has to come to an end, sometime.” I remember reading that and thinking, “No. One thing
will not.”




Things come to an end, by life in Christ is eternal.
Eras come to an end, but life in Christ is eternal.
Dynasties and powers come to an end, but life in Christ is eternal.

“And He shall reign for ever and ever…”
Death’s voice is indeed loud. It screams its own brand of authority loudly. Its language is disease,
brokenness, tragedy, war, violence, alienation, sin and “natural disasters.” It is not the final
authority. It is not the “conclusion of the matter.” As one of my favorite preachers Barbara Lunblad
says, because Jesus has conquered death “our lives will not end in somebody’s borrowed tomb.”
When that old enemy faced the Conqueror, its scream ended in a pathetic whelp.
Christ has conquered. Death’s power over us has already been broken. We do not wait until we
have experienced bodily death to participate in Eternal Life. Resurrection power is already ours.
How do we know that? As Pastor Gary Simpson likes to remind us, “we know that we have passed
out of death into life because we love the brothers and sisters” (I John 7:58).
God, help me to live and love in a way that testifies to the truth of what
You have already done for us. Help us to let go of dead things
and to come alive in the things that bring You joy.
Amen.
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Maundy Thursday, March 24, 2016
I Corinthians 15: 50 - 58

If Death Has Been Silenced...
Emma Jordan-Simpson

“Death, swallowed up by triumphant Life!
Who got the last word, oh death?
Oh, death, who’s afraid of you now?”
So, if the fiercest battle has been won, and the very last enemy has been silenced and made utterly
powerless against the Life we have been given, what keeps us from “abounding” in God’s work?
How many times have you heard these things?
“These problems are intractable.” “These issues are too big to be changed.” “Oh, no! We have to work
within the system. We can’t change these things; we can only teach people to cope.”
I was sitting in a meeting with child advocates who were trying to inform changes to New York’s
child welfare system. The staff of the agency were making great presentations and outlining all the
things they planned to do to make things better for children in the system. These were great,
hardworking people who loved children. But all I could think as I listened to one presentation after
another that proposed to “make the system better” was: what would happen if we blew this system
up all together?
What would happen if we take all of this money we are spending on families and communities after
trouble starts and spend it on the front end? What if we made some absolutely bold and ridiculous
guarantees to absolutely every child, with absolutely no exception? God has been known to be
absolutely and ridiculously bold! What would happen if we set our eyes on pursuing quality
education, quality housing, safe neighborhoods, excellent health care, strong and healthy families
for every child?
To do that we’d have to take the billions of dollars we are spending on pathologies and brokenness,
and invest in the well-being of people and communities on the front end. Afraid of job losses, you
say? Well, just like we can do better than build prisons as a jobs program, we can do the hard work
of creating meaningful industries and good employment for people without feeding off the misery of
poor and vulnerable people.
Can’t we?
Surely, we can do better than invest in prisons for profit, buffing and shining up that old ugly
monument to death formerly known as slavery. If the last enemy has been felled by the power of
love, surely we can do better things than build monuments and markers to the death God has
already vanquished. Surely, we can be more creative than just giving new power to old death in
new forms for new generations. Surely, we can descend by the thousands on cities like Flint,
Michigan, and municipalities in New Orleans and, quite frankly, so many poor cities and
neighborhoods across the country with the will, tools and determination to rip out corroded lead
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pipes, build quality housing and safe livable neighborhoods. Surely, we can do these things if death
has been silenced.
What would happen if we stood our ground against naysayers and the people who will call us
foolish? What would happen if we didn’t look back to the things that lived best in death’s shadow?
“It was sin that made death so frightening
and law-code guilt that gave sin its leverage, its destructive power.
But now in a single victorious stroke of Life, all three - sin, guilt, death, are gone,
the gift of our Master, Jesus Christ. Thank God!
With all these things going for us, my dear, dear friends,
stand your ground. And don’t look back.
Throw yourselves into the work of the Master,
confident that nothing you do for him is a waste of time or effort.”
(I Corinthians 15: 56-58, The Message)
If death is dead, then Abundant, Abounding, Triumphant Life for us all is absolutely possible.
Who wants to give this thing a try?
Because of Jesus, the effort won’t be a waste of our time, for sure.
As we gather around tables of remembrance, keep us,
O God, from betraying Jesus all over again by discounting
and wasting the power that has already been invested in us. Amen.
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Good Friday, March 25, 2016
Philippians 3: 17 - 21

Rerouting….

Shakeema North
GPS systems (Global Positioning Systems) are basically satellite navigation systems that will start
with your destination and outline the best plan to get there. When traveling to an unfamiliar
destination, GPS systems are often used to provide direction, but relying on a GPS system can get a
little tricky. If you are like me, you think you know how to get to your destination better than the
GPS does. I know the streets better than the GPS! And that’s why I stray from the route the GPS has
outlined for me. Never mind the fact that I’m the one that needed to use the GPS in the first place. I
know these streets. But, I’m lost.
One thing that I’ve learned about GPS systems that what makes them so great is their ability to see
things from a satellite view – a view that we don’t have. While it’s calculating a route for us to take,
the GPS is not only looking at the destination itself, it’s also looking on all of the side streets and the
highways along the route for traffic jams and accidents that can stand in the way of where you are
and where you’re trying to go. Based on what the GPS sees, there may need to be adjustments in the
route. When that happens, the GPS reroutes us and outlines for us, a better way.
Paul is providing direction to the Philippian Christians to help them navigate their way to their
eternal home in the land of glory.
He reminds them first that the way had already been laid out for them. Then, he begged them to
take the desired path – following his example – and not the way of those who, because of the path
they’d chosen, would wind up on the dead-end street of destruction. Those, by deciding to take
their own path, were detoured by earthly things, and as such became enemies of the cross of
Christ. So Paul, seeing that the people were in danger of losing their way, reroutes them and shifts
their focus from the earthly things they take pride in, to Christ and the cross of our salvation.
On this Good Friday, Paul’s reminder to these Christians is also a reminder to us – for the way to
eternal life has already been laid out for us when Christ journeyed up Calvary’s mountain to face
death on a cross for our salvation. In doing so, Christ rerouted us and pointed us in the direction of
our new home, where Jesus, the resurrection and the life, will make all things new.
Beloved, getting everything that Christ has for us will require that we continue to follow Christ
FORWARD and not allow ourselves to be distracted and detoured in gratifying the desires of our
flesh. Christ makes all things new and following the example that we have in Jesus Christ will
transform our lives and take us farther than we’ve ever imagined we could go. “You make all things
new. Yes, You make all things new and I will follow you FORWARD”
Today, I’m walking with a hymn of submission in my heart: Lead me, guide me along the way;
for if You lead me I cannot stray, Lord, let me walk each day with Thee.
Lead me, O Lord, lead me. Amen’
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John 11: 17-26

No Dead Ends

Samuel Phillips, III
This passage has always been a favorite of mine, because it demonstrates that our Lord is not
limited by any circumstance. God specializes in the redemption of hopeless situations. Here, Jesus
has received news that his friend Lazarus has fallen ill. Instead of racing to his side, he delays his
visit to see about him. Even though the situation is urgent and the need is immediate, our Lord
moves according to his own time.
When Jesus finally arrives Lazarus has been dead four days. They have already buried him in a
tomb. The death of Lazarus is not the only thing feeding the hopeless despair in Martha’s voice; it is
our Lord’s arrival on the fourth day. The Jews believed that the soul hovered around the body for
three days. Therefore, if Jesus was going to be able to do anything to help his friend, he needed to be
there to do it yesterday.
If you have ever had an urgent need, then you understand the power and meaning of this story. It is
into this hopeless predicament that Jesus speaks the words that transforms despair into hope:
“I am the resurrection and the life.”
These words speak to our sense of powerlessness. Jesus has power all power, even over life and
death. The power of resurrection power is not just a reward awaiting us in the future, it is available
right now. It is the power that restores us after making terrible mistakes, and breathes new life into
our wounded and hurting souls. Resurrection power tells us when we fall that there is One who will
enable us to stand again.
That Jesus is the resurrection is one thing. Our belief that Jesus is the resurrection is a whole other
thing. We have to believe for that power to be made apparent in our lives.
Thank You, Jesus, that because of the redeeming power of Your love,
death’s power over us has been broken forever.
There are no dead ends for those who believe.
Amen.
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Resurrection Sunday, March 27, 2016
Matthew 27: 52 –53

Presente! and Ubuntu! and Hallelujah!
Gary V. Simpson
I have often struggled with the question “what is the essence of Resurrection preaching?” When I
make Resurrection sermon assignments in my classes, students often preach “Good Friday”
sermons instead - sermons that are centered on the cross. I am not doing that today. Christ has
truly risen on this day; and, it is not His death but His Resurrection that ultimately empowers us!
The setting of this text in Matthew’s gospel, however, does convey a truth we must register. The
resurrection does not just happen out of nowhere; it is set into motion by the realities of the cross.
So the writer of Matthew makes this salient observation. At the death of Jesus, something unusual
happened. The saints that were already dead ‘awakened’. The idea here is that they are alive but still
in the graveyards and tombs. Jesus’ death - is so significant that it causes the earth to “spit up”
those she has swallowed.
Verse 53 declares that once Jesus arose, many of these hovering dead were also seen in Jerusalem
by many people. Of course, Jesus Christ is the “Firstborn of the dead.” But, this Risen Jesus does
not just arise and appear by himself. He brings his friends. He brings our friends. Throughout this
season, we have encouraged you to record the names of those people now gone whose lives have
inspired you to follow the urgings of Christ in your life. The truth is, they are never gone. Today, we
celebrate not only the resurrection of our Lord Christ, but also of those saints who yet believed.
In struggles throughout Latin America in the latter part of the 20th century, many people fought and
died for the causes of justice and liberation. As they died, the justice movement had to carry on.
Whenever the people gathered together, they would take attendance. They would call the roll of
names, and as the names of their deceased comrades were called someone in the crowd would cry
“Presente!” This means, “I am present.” “Presente!”
The resounding “Presente!” means that, even in death, they are because Christ is. The Nguni Bantu
term from the southern region of Africa - Ubuntu - tries to convey this very idea.
“I am because we are.”

Scientific Notation:
(I AM) + (THEY ARE YET) + (WE ARE) = HALLELUJAH!
God + The Witness of the Saints + present Community of Friends = HALLELUJAH, He is risen! He is
risen indeed!
“O blessed communion, fellowship divine!
We feebly struggle, they in glory shine.
Yet all are one in Thee, for all are Thine,
Alleluia, Alleluia!”
Amen.
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Many Thanks to Our 2016 Meditation Writers!
Requithelia Allen
Daria Benson
Morine Bowen-Avery
Lisa Buckery
Harry Franklin
Ernest Greene
Eulene Innis
Sonya D. Johnson
Emma Jordan-Simpson
Sonya McCall
Natasia McCormick
Shakeema N. North
Sharon Norwood-Burwell
Michael O. Ojewale
Dessie Passmore
Samuel Phillips, III
Deidre Pilgrim
Candace Simpson
Gary V. Simpson
Henry Snead
Jonathan Tennial
Cleveland Thornhill
Linda Thornhill
Edna Wells Handy
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